1. INTRODUCTION In this paper we are concerned with the oscillation and asymptotic behavior of solutions of the nonlinear differential equation with retarded argument g(t) < t, t =; 0; ','Iy g(t) == cc.
(1.3)
We shall assume that under the initial conditions y(t) = 4(t), t < t, and y'yt,) = y/; , h = 1 ) 2 )...) n --1 , (1.4)
Eq. (1.1) has a solution which exists for all t 3 f, . In general, by a solution of the equation (1 .l), we shall understand a function y E C': [[t, , co) , R] which satisfies (1.1) for all t ;A t, for some t, 2: 0. We call a solution y(t) of Eq. (1.1) oscillatory if it has no last zero, i.e., if y(t,) =: 0 for some t, ;a 0 then there exists a t, > t, for which y(tr) = 0. We call a solution y(t) of Eq. (1. I) nonosciZZatory if it is eventually of constant sign. Equation (I. 1) is called oscillatory if every solution is oscillatory.
There are very few references in English in oscillation results for functional differential equations although, these results are of great importance both in theory and applications.
The only papers known to this author arc [6, 9, 141 In Section 2 we prwe a t l l COlCi l 1 on the asyxlpttrtic lwhavioi-of the solutiorrs of Eq. (1.1) which also proves that under crrtairl conditions the Eq. ( i. I) is nonoscillatory.
In Section 3 we prove sufficicnL + and necessarv conditions for oscillation.
In Section 4 we prove oscillation theorems for bounded solutions or a variant of Eq. (1.1).
2. Here we shall study the asymptotic hchavior for t -l z of solutions of the nonlinear differential Eq. (1. I). Our basic result is that under appropriate conditions on the function f the Eq. (1. I) has solutions which approach those of y"")(t) -~~ 0 as t + m. The special case n = 2 andg(t Proof. Our proof is essentially an extension of Bellman's proof to higherorder equations, Choose t, .: I so large that g(t) >-0, t > t, . Integrating (1 .I) n-times from f, to f we obtain r(t) -c n-12!$l ct _ fo)i .:-(nIl)i J" (t -s)yf(s, y(s),y( g(s))) ds = 0. and j y(t), < P--T(t), t 3 t, (2.6)
(2.7)
Choose t, 3 t, so large that g(t) i>, t, for t >> t, . Then from (2.6) and the monotone character of F we obtain
cm From (2.7) and in view of (2.6) and (2.8) we obtain
where in view of the hypothesis (2.3) C, is a finite positive constant. The inequalities (2.6) and (2.8) now become : y(t)i < CIW, t :-. t, (2.6)' and I Y( g(t))1 d CJ R(W1~ Integrating (1.1) from t, to t we obtain t > t, .
In view of (2.2) (2.3), (2.6)' and (2.8)', the integral in (2.9) converges as t -co and therefore the lim t-rmy(npll(t) exists and is a finite number.To ensure that this limit is not zero choose t, so large that
and impose the condition y('$ r)(t,) = I on the solution y(t) of Eq. (I. I). This solution y(t) has the desired asymptotic pr-opcrtv. The proof is therefore complete.
A similar theorem dealing with linear equations r~nlb-was proved in 1161. 
This result of JValtman's extends also an oscillation theorem of Norkin [IO, pp. 14991501.
Here we shall obtain an extension of Waltman's theorem for equations of the form (I .I). The following lemma of Kiguradze [8] will be needed.
LEMMA 3.1. If y(t) is a function such that it and all its derivatives up to order (n --I) inclusive, are absolutely continuous arzd of constant sign in the interval (t,, , XI), atidy'") y(t) 5; 0, then there is an integer 1,O < 1 < n --~ I, whirh is even if n is odd and odd if n is even, so that .fou t "~2 t, we have and y'"'(t) y(t) .p 0, k ==~ 0, I ). . .) 1, Then every solution C$ (1 .l) is either oscillatory or y(t) y(TL-2)(t) < 0 for suficiently large t. lUoreover, every nonoscillatovy solution y(t) of (I .I) satisfies the order relation y(t) = O(F), as t-+ m.
Proof. Let y(t) be a solution of (1.1) existing on [to, mj. If y(t) is nonoscillatory,
we may assume that y(t) > 0 for f > t, > t, . The case y(t) < 0 is treated similarly. Since lim,,, g(t) == c~,, there exists a t, > t, such that y( g(t)) > 0 for t > t, . In view of (ii), r'"'(t) = -f (4 y(t), Y( g(t))) < 0, t 3 t,.
Therefore, yen-l)(t) is strictly decreasing for t > t, and must be positive for large t, say t > t, (otherwise two consecutive derivatives of y(t) are negative and y(t) should tend to -a).
So y (n-z)(t) is strictly increasing for t 3 t2 and, consequently, is of constant sign for large t, say t > t, 3 t, . Now we have to examine two cases.
Case I. yln-!Q(t) > 0, t 3 t, . Then by Taylor's theorem y(t) = y(t4) +y'(t&(t -t4) + ... + ya (t -tp3, t, < f < t.
(3.4)
Since y'n-2)(t) is strictly increasing and positive for t > t, we conclude from (3.4) that there is a positive constant C and a sufficiently large tj >, t, such that y(t) > ctn-2, t 2 t, .
(3.5)
Again, since lim,,,g(t)
=-= CD, there is a t, 2 t, such that g(t) 3 tj for t 3 t,. From (3.5) we then get
(3.6) Integrating (1. I) once from t, to t and using (3.5), (3.6) and (i) we obtain PW = PYt) + @(s> y(s), y(gW)) ds > lef(s, CS+~, C[g(s)lTc-") ds, I t 2 t, which contradicts the hypothesis (3.3).
Case II. y(n-2J(t) -.. 0, t ,;-t, , ( 0 course, this will not happen if iz f 2, since by assumption y(tj ' 0). Since ;\'('L-l'(t) is i wsitive and dccrc;k41~,~~ the lim,,, y(+l! (tj I, cuists and it is either pf)siti\-e or zero. \\'e sh.111 prove thatL = 0. Sincey(~zl(t)y(tj ( 0, it follow 1 s from Iiigwxdze's formula (3.2) and the decreasing character of y ('I I) t tllat there exist a I,' f, ( ) and a positive constant C' such that
Also, as in (3.6) there exists a I,;' t,' such that
Integrating (1.1) once from t,' to t and using (3.5)', (3.6)' and (i), we obtain
From (3.7) and in view of the hypothesis (3.3) we conclude that 1, 0 and the proof of the theorem is complete.
Remark.
If n -: 2, then the case II of the proof of Theorem 3.1 never occurs and, therefore, for n 2 all solutions of the Eq. (I .I) are oscillatory. This is Waltman's Theorem [13] . The following theorem gives a necessary condition for Eq. (I. I) to bc oscillatory. and y'n-l'(t,) = c.
We claim that this solution of Eq. (1.1) IS nonoscillatory contradicting the hypothesis (i). (Recall that it was assumed that every solution of ( 1.1) satisfying (1.4) exists in the future). Otherwise, let t, be tile first zero of y(t) in (t,, , a). Then, y(t) 3 0 and y( g(t)) 3 0 for t < t, . In view of (ii), we then have f(4 r(t), Y( g(t))) 3 0, t < 1,.
Hence, y(")(t) < 0, t < t, .
(3.12) Integrating (3.12) n-times from t, to t, t, < t < t, , we obtain y(t) G @ c: I)! 0 -4P? t,, 5:: t >; t, and =o for t<tt,.
Theretore, for t < t, ,
(3.13)
Integrating
(1.1) once from t, to t with t, < t < t, , and using (3.11), (ii), (3.13) and (3.10), we obtain y(9) = c -j:ufh y(s), y(g(s))) ds
(3.14)
I..AI)AS
Since y'lLml)(t) > 0, f, < t $ t, , the function y(t) \vhich has a zero at t,, canno; have other zeros for f ;> I, (otherwise b!, Rolle's theorem and (3. I I)
y("-l)(t) should have a zero in [t ,, , t,] ). The proof is therefore coml~letc.
4. Finally, we shall study the oscillator!. propcrtics of bounded solutions of the differential equation and if the functionf(y, 2) satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3.1.) then all the solutions (not necessarily the bounded ones) of Eq. (4.1) are oscillatory. Hc also gave an example to show that the integral condition (4.2) is not superfluous. The aim here is to restrict our considerations to hounded solutions of Eq. (4. I) so that we will be able to improve the integral condition Let y(t) be a bounded solution of the Eq. (4.1). If y(t) is nonoscillatory, then it is of fixed sign in some interval [to, a) . Assume that y(t) > 0 for t 2 t,, . The case y(t) < 0 is treated similarly. Since g(t) z co as t + co there exists a t, > t, such that y( g(t)) >, 0 for t 2 tI . Therefore, y'?&)(t) < 0 for t -*% t, . Since y(t) is a bounded positive function, ~(~~)(t)y(~+l)(t) < 0 for each h = 1, 2,..., n -1 and all sufficiently large t, say t > t, >, t, . It follows that (-l) k+ly("-lil(q > 0, k = 0, 1 )... , n -1) t 3 t,.
Since y'(t) is of fixed sign in [fe , a) it follows that the lim,.,, y(t) -= y(m) exists and it is bounded (since y(t) is bounded). If IZ is even, y(a) > 0 because in this case y'(t) > 0. If n is odd, either y( -c) is zero which proves (b), or y(c0) > 0. So we assume that y(m) > 0 for 7~ even or odd and we shall prove a contradiction.
In view of the continuity of .f and the fact that y(a) > 0 and finite and lim,,, y( s(t)) = y(c0) > 0, it follows that the limit L : lim [,,f(y(t), y( g(t))) exists and is a finite positive number. Therefore for t sufficiently large, say, t 3 t, (L/2) & .f(y(t), y( g(t))) and from Eq. (4.1) we obtain y'"'(f) + &(t) < 0.
(4.6) Multiplying both sides of (4.6) by t"+l and integrating from t, to t, we obtain Successive integration by parts of the first integral in (4.7) gives i 1 sn-ly(fi)(s) ds = P(t) -P(t;J -+ (-,)n-~-l n![y(t) -y(tJj, (4.8) -'3 where n-1 P(t) = 1 (-1)W (n -l)(n -2) .*. (n -k f 1) t~~-yyf) k-0 which in view of (4.5) is positive. Since y(t) is bounded and because of the hypothesis (4.4), the inequality (4.7) is impossible. The proof of the theorem is therefore complete. where g(t) > 0, y is the ratio of odd integers with 0 < y < I or 1 < y and
